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The manager delegated his authorities to his ---------- who helped him all the time.

consultant assistant chief employees

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has failed after attempting to transfer his administrative  prowess to the public 

sector."prowess" means-------------.

loose authority moral expertise

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A foreman is responsible for planning and over seeing the work of a group of workers."foreman"

means-------------.

supervisor consultant executive negotiator

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A --------refers to a group of people and resources specially orginized for a particular task.

criterion score task force

case history content validity

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Mr .Alavi and his ---------are very active.

pinnacles records section subordinates

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In our country ,a --------is a day that is not Friday.

web funds workday weekend

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Payame Noor University has many---------throughout the country.

commitments affiliations occupations professions

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teacher ---------Ali to prepare the report.

concerned revealed puzzled assigned

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The new manager has a strong sense of duty."Duty" means--------------.

validity task quality obey

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A successful boss surely----------his or her employees to work harder.

motivates assigns performs obligates

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

According to our manager,the quality of being true and faithful is the main sign of--------------.

impact loyalty measure failure

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mr.Ahmadi is the ---------of the conference.

cluster performance organizer motivation

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The committee members were discussing the first item of their ----------.

realword aganda board segment

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some people argue that the relationship between politics and administration should be

characterized as------------.

scholar prowess reserve dichotomy

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He is trying to solve the ---------problems of his brother which happened because of new economic

conditions.

poor financial beneficial short coming

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

New trafic regulations have not be in force very long."in force" means----------.

effective petty agenda employ

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some -------officials try to get more power and authority to reach high ranking administrators.

classical political petty legal

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You can assess  the health of the organization through your employers. "assess" means--------------.

reject govern evaluate change

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An-----is an explation based on systematic comparison of one thing with another ,already known

thing.

exercise analogy elegance audiance

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A type of validity which is evaluated by investigating what psychological qualities a test measures

is called-------------validity.

construct concurrent content correlation

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is a ----------between an individuals height and weight.

measurement ligitimacy correlation criterion

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The plan was good, but it was badly executed. "execute" means--------------.

look at intended exercised carry out

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A good test should have three qualities: reliability,practicality and --------.

flexibility validity adequacy legitimacy

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are people who would flounder if placed in overall command of a small one."flounder"

means--------------.       
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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The mathematics school believes that administration is a logical process. "process" means------------

.

7�8. 9:;<� ���=� �.�>

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The correlation  coefficient  is a statistic which expresses the degree of relationship between sets

of test scores. "correlation coefficient " means-------------.

�8�?@AB C��D EF� G�A. ��=��* 7�> �H�I >�@�J3

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Public administration acts on self-conscious bond between theory and practice. "self-conscious"

means----------------.

K�*45 �,= 	3 G�5L �,= >�:*,B >��� �,=

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Such pedagogical approaches tend to ignore the complexities of interaction."approaches"

means---------------.

9�3,J �B K�:M N���. �B ��-��>

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Anyone who hopes to spell out the qualities of a leader is embarked on a perilous and

problematic mission. "mission"means------- 
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29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The relationship between politics and administration is and should be characterized as

institutional "interaction"  rather than dichotomy. "interaction " means-----------.

O�:P� 9��Q� ���=� 7�8.
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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